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Tibet Tour via Everest Base Camp is an adventurous and memorable journey into Tibet. This journey will

let you enjoy the exploration of some of the most beautiful Himalayan cities and visualization of the mighty

Mt. Everest (8848 m), the roof of the world. You are all enjoying the scenery of mighty Everest from the lap

of  the  Himalayas.  And  you  will  get  to  explore  classic  cultural  and  mysterious  cities  that  flourished  with

ancient monasteries. Much more are the major attractions of this journey.

In Lhasa, visit some famous sites such as Potala Palace, Sera Monastery, Drepung Monastery, Jokhang

Temple and, Norbulingka Palace, Summer Palace of Dalai Lama. This trip starts upon your arrival at Lhasa

(3650 m). Observe this kingdom of heaven and its unseen beauty and then ride toward the Himalayas and

pass high passes. And enjoy mystical Lakes, isolated desert wilderness, Snow-Covered landscape, and

various ancient and historic monasteries. Commence this exotic trip and enjoy the lifetime exploration of

natural and cultural places.

We explore Buddhist monasteries such as Samye monastery, Tashilhumpu monastery, Yumbulakhang

Thandruk monastery, Phalkor monastery, Khumbu stupa, Rongbuk monastery, and other charming cultural

as well as natural places. This tour presents us with a beautiful Rongbuk glacier and panoramic views of

towering peaks of Mt. Everest, Cho Oyu, Shisapangma, ancient Barkhor market, and Potala palace in Tibet.

We experience the social life of the Tibetan people. Further, the Rongbas with Yaks and the aggressive

activities of Yaks can be seen. You can also see the cultural street performances of Tibetan people on this

tour. Tibet Is the land of its significance, full of wanderers of the wonderers.

Tibet Everest Base Camp Tour starts from Lhasa. Then, we make out the most with this attractive tour to

explore Xigar, Xigatse, Gyantse, Tsedang, and Lhasa, where we can witness its cultural heritage across

widely spread open spaces of the Tibetan Plateau. During this tour, we can have breathtaking panoramas

of the Great Himalayas, including Mt. Everest and the Rongbuk glacier. Finally, we made the tour back to

Kathmandu from Zhangmu by drive. This is truly the tour of a lifetime with stunning scenery and cultural

highlights. The best time to go on this tour is from April to June and August to November.
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